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Hello! This is the monthly(to be) information on environmental issues from  

Tokyo Metropolitan Government, Japan. 

 

 

┌┐ 

└■ 1 TMG's Subsidy for Solar Energy Devices 

  ￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣￣ 

We would like to keep sharing information on TMG current environmental  

policies. The followings are those for this month.  

 

Establishment of an expert council to consider about a new 3R strategy  

March 19, 2009 

 

We've established an expert council to consider about a new 3R strategy in  

March.  

 

1. Council name 

Expert Council for a New 3R Strategy 

 

2. Agenda 

(1) Basic future strategy for resources recycling 

(2) Promotion of measures to achieve a tangible reduction of CO2 emissions  

through 3R efforts 

 

TMG has been promoting 3R (reduce, reuse and recycle) efforts, in order to  

reduce the amount of waste that are finally disposed.  

 

3R efforts serve not only to reduce the volume of waste, but also to  

reduce the amount of CO2 emitted during the manufacturing of products, and  

alleviate the burden imposed on the environment when collecting and mining  

resources.  



 

The council covers issues on how TMG should promote 3R policies while  

making efforts to build a low carbon society, both aim to contribute for  

sustainability.  

Now accepting applications for subsidy for solar energy devices! (April 1  

?) 

 

For the two years including this fiscal year(starting April 2009), TMG  

provides subsidy for the installation of solar power generation systems  

and solar water heaters. 

 

The subsidy can be tacked on those from the national government or the  

municipalities. 

 

It’s the best time for Tokyo residents to consider using natural energy in  

their living. 

 

If they have any questions or if they would like to claim the subsidy,  

they can contact: 

The Tokyo Metropolitan Center for Climate Change Actions (Cool Net Tokyo). 

 

Just for reference, 

 

The following is a comparison of the amount of CO2 emissions by  

transportation methods. 

 

0, 18, 55, 173 (in grams) 

 

They show the amount of CO2 that one person emits by traveling 1  

kilometer. Each number from 0 to 173 is equal to the amount of CO2 emitted  

by walking,using a bicycle, a train, a public bus, and a private car in  

sequence.(Based on the evaluation of the Foundation for Promoting Personal  

Mobility and Ecological Transportation, Japan) 

 

Amazingly, a car emits almost ten times more the amount of CO2 a train  

does! 

The environmental load with private car use is greater than we could  

imagine. 

 

Almost one-fourth of the amount of CO2 in Tokyo is emitted by the  

transport sector. 

 

If we change our own behavior of transport, we would see incredible  

results. 

 

As part of the environmental traffic measures to address climate change,  

TMG is promoting the eco-drive program, encouraging delivery  

rationalization, and carrying out the car sharing model project. 



 

If it is close enough, let’s walk. If you don’t walk, let’s use a train,  

rather than a car. In this way, it would be wonderful if everyone could  

care for the environment everyday. 
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